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RCAF wins engineering award for  
environmental excellence 

Par David Elias 
 
A team of Royal Canadian Air Force 
engineers based at 1 Canadian Air 
Division Headquarters in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, and personnel from  
Stantec Consulting Ltd., have won 
an award for environmental       
excellence for their work at        
Canadian Forces Station Alert, on 
the northern tip of Ellesmere Island 
in  Nunavut. 

The award was presented on May 
15, 2014, by the Northwest  
Territories and Nunavut Association 
of Professional Engineers and  
Geoscientists at a ceremony in 
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. 
 
The Association recognized the 
waste water treatment system  
installed at Canadian Forces     
Station Alert, which is a  
constructed wetland system and 
unique in the world for its high  
latitude. 

The citation reads: “in recognition 
of environmental excellence for the 
CFS Alert Constructed Wetlands 
Waste Water Treatment System – 
a practical demonstration of  
alternative treatment options in 
the High Arctic that successfully  
exceeds design and performance  
criteria in a demanding location 
and circumstance” 
 
The project, which began in 2010, 
involves a terraced, overland flow 
system, designed by Stantec, that 
has established an Arctic wetland. 
It treats waste water at Alert and 
serves as a demonstration project 
for other Arctic communities. 
 
“Our personnel are dedicated to 
Arctic science and engineering  
excellence and we are proud of 
the men and women involved in this 
project,” said Major-General Pierre 
St-Amand, the commander of 
1 Canadian Air Division. 
 



“Northern operations have the greatest success 
when relationships with local communities and the 
natural environment are made a priority, and we 
continue to move forward with our environmental 
stewardship responsibilities.” 

“Waste disposal remains among the biggest   
challenges for Northern communities,” said     
project director David Strong, who is employed 
within the construction engineering infrastructure 
organization at 1 Canadian Air Division. 

“This project serves as a sustainable, 
cost effective model for resolving effluent 
treatment challenges in a manner that sustainably integrates 
with the surrounding environment.” 

Initial costs for an industrial treatment plant    
installation were estimated at $9 million, with up 
to $1 million in annual operating expenses, which 
would include additional qualified operators. 

The award-winning terrace solution involved a  
capital construction cost of just under $1 million 
and therefore represents significant saving to   
Canadians. 

“To do anything of this kind in the Arctic for under $1 million is quite an accomplishment,” said Mr. Strong. 
“Typically it costs close to a million just to get building materials to the North – even before any kind of 
construction begins.” 

Controlled overland flow is proving to be a  
viable treatment process in Canada’s far 
North. During winter months, wastewater is 
stored as ice in the  disposal  location.  

As the ice thaws in the spring, water is       
distributed in a thin film over the land’s      
surface where it is treated by evaporation, 
mechanical filtration and biologically active soil 
organisms. 

“For a few years now, all personnel visiting 
CFS Alert have been mandated to use natural 
or biodegradable cleaning and   personal care 
products,” said Ms Wanda Deong, the project 
manager. “Station   personnel are generally 
aware of the environment, and are motivated 
to do their part in its protection.” 

Canadian Forces Station Alert is located      
approximately 817 kilometres from the     
geographic North Pole and it is the most    
northern, permanently inhabited location in 
the world. 
 
Mr. Elias is a Public Affairs officer at 1 Air Division, 

Major Chris Greaves (left) and Mr. Ronald Kent (right), of Stantec 
Architecture Ltd., accept an Award of Environmental Excellence from Mr. 
John Clark, of the Northwest Territories and Nunavut Association of 
Professional Engineers and Geoscientists (NAPEG), on May 15, 2014. 
The award recognized an innovative solution to treating waste water in 
the demanding environment of Canadian Forces Station Alert in 
Nunavut. Major Greaves, the base construction engineering officer at Joint 
Task Force (North) in Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, accepted the 
award on behalf of 1 Canadian Air Division. PHOTO: Submitted 

Master Corporal Chris Brewer watches Corporal Maxime Morasse shape berms 
for the award-winning waste water treatment system at Canadian Forces Station 
Alert. PHOTO: Submitted 



 

This panoramic view shows how the terrace system flows gradually downhill. By the time waste 
water reaches the bottom of the hill the solids have been filtered out through the soil and stones 
and particles have settled out of the water. By this point water has been exposed to the ultra-violet 
(UV) rays in the sunlight, and algae, bacteria and other organisms have consumed any remaining 
waste. PHOTO: Submitted 

Water flow is directed down stone channels that act as trickling filters. The trickling filter is a 
treatment process where waste water flows over the porous bed of stones covered with bacteria that 
breakdown the organic waste. PHOTO: Submitted 



Message from COS(IE) 
 
Hello everyone. 
 
I hope the good weather and sunshine have encouraged you to go outside and take 
advantage of what this summer has to offer in the National Capital Region. The  
challenges here at work have created a fast tempo since last winter and, with the 
continued transition we will maintain a comfortable, yet relentless pace. 
 
Over the summer we will embrace a few major initiatives. One worth mentioning is 
the Royal Canadian Navy has positioned itself in order to accelerate ADM(IE)’s  
assumption of responsibility for their real property to 2015. This bold move provides 
us with the opportunity to learn from the experience and bring us forward on the 
learning curve for the next steps of the centralization of Real Property. It also  
indicates that things have been quite busy on the RP Ops side of things. Please visit 
the notes from the Commander RP OPS, Colonel D.Quinn to follow the progress of 
this and other programs. http://admie.forces.mil.ca/rpops/cont-index-eng.asp 
 
The IEBM team continues to move forward with the second Phase of IEBM to incorporate real property maintenance, 
portfolio management and the integration of spatial capability. The IEBM team is eager to work with the IE  
Community and will consult you through a series of workshops to occur this fiscal year. Thank you to those who are 
using the Phase 1 functionality. Special thanks to 2 Canadian Division Support Group (CDSG) Engr Svcs for their 
work on the Project System tool.  Specifically, Major Caroline Lapalme and Captain Vincent Laframboise of 2 CDSG 
Engr Svcs are working diligently to pilot the use of the tool. They have shared their experiences and approach with 
the IEBM team and other teams within ADM (IE) which is very valuable as we move forward.   
 
As part of the department-wide Defence Renewal Team (DRT 8.3) initiative to improve policies and procedures and 
to enable IE transformation, ADM(IE) is reviewing and streamlining its Defence Administrative Orders and Directives 
(DAODs) and associated IE policy instruments. This is being done to ensure that IE direction is not only coherent, 
but widely known, continuously improved, and delivers a consistent message. 
 
Kudos to the Group for attaining over 90% compliance with the online Information Management (IM) training. Over 
the summer, we will hold mandatory IM Days to take initial steps to reducing our transitory records. The sessions 
will begin with a training and information session before starting the full day filing/disposal. The focus will be getting 
rid of duplicates, photocopies used for reference, printed emails received via a distribution list (“CC”), time-limited 
materials and drafts of documents where all critical changes have been incorporated into a subsequent document.  
It is no small task to getting our paper/electronic files in order and this is an important initial step.  
 
As some of you may know, the Maintenance and Repair has been allocated a supplementary sum of approximately 
$20.9 million. This “new” money was provided in order to “top up” areas that required additional funding. The  
leadership team has done some great work and identified the priorities moving forward for the distribution of these 
funds.  
 
I hope everyone enjoyed the Hungry Games as much as I did. It was great to see most of you in a different setting 
and having a good time. Of note, I was happy to see at least one team was able to start a fire and build a bridge 
that stood up to the weight of a brick. Well done to all those who participated and a special thanks to the volunteers 
and organizers from DGIEES who made this happen. 
 
Like every year, there is a posting of military personnel in and out of the organisation. If you are joining us, welcome 
aboard and I look forward to getting to know you and working together. Please take the time to say hello and  
discover the people on our team. If you are departing for new challenges, thank you for all your hard work and  
professionalism. I wish you continued success in all your endeavours.  
 
Please be safe this summer, we need you!  Many accomplishments are waiting to be discovered on current and  
upcoming files, thank you for your continued support and thanks in advance for all your efforts. Take the time to  
rejuvenate yourselves amongst family and friends this summer season. See you all at the Second Annual Amazing 
Race to be held early in the fall and organized by RP Ops! 
 
Chimo! 
 
MGen Chris Whitecross 



 
Chief’s Corner 
 
Some very positive things have happened in the Real Property 
Operations Group since my last Chief’s Corner.  
 
As predicted, in response to the IOC of 1 April, some 450  
individuals have joined the ADM(IE) team. And over 90% of 
them came from CFB Borden, Ontario.  
 
To our great surprise, a few days after that date, the NCR  
directors proposed that the transfer of all their real property 
be moved forward by one year. So if everything goes as  
planned, their infrastructure will come under our authority.  
To prepare for this new state of affairs, Colonel Darlene Quinn 
and I made visits to Halifax NS and Esquimalt BC this past 
month to meet with the leaders of those two bases, and the 
members of the Engineering sections in particular, in order to 
answer their many questions.   
 
Pushing this transfer ahead by one year will undoubtedly facilitate the final transition involving the 
Canadian Army and the Royal Canadian Air Force, as we will have learned some valuable lessons 
during the Royal Canadian Navy transfer. 
 
During the ceremony to present awards and new ranks at ADM(IE) on 20 June, LCol James Fera 
received the first clasp of his Canadian Forces Decoration in recognition of his 22 years of loyal 
service. Major Carl Gravel was awarded the first bar of the General Campaign Star for serving 
over 210 days in theatre. Mgen Whitecross also had the pleasure of promoting Captain Joseph 
Doubrough and Captain Idrees Mohammad to the rank of major. Congratulations to all the  
recipients! 
 
I would be remiss if I didn’t mention the promotions accorded Sgt Benoît Soucisse and Lt John 
Proulx in early May. Bravo! You fully deserved them! 
 
And with that, I would like to wish you all a wonderful vacation. Drive safely and we will see you 
back again soon. 
 
For those being posted, I hope to see you again and I thank you for all your efforts in helping our 
organisation move forward. 
 
Chimo! 
 
CWO Gilles Caouette  



Defence Environmental Strategy (DES) Update:  
Enabling Mission Success with the Environment 

 
Military operations and environmental protection 
and stewardship are not and should not be  
mutually exclusive ~ Chief of the Defence Staff, 
DES, 2013 
 
As you are aware, the Department of National 
Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces (Defence 
Team) is one of the biggest employers, largest 
land holders and maintainers of infrastructure, 
equipment and materiel among Federal  
Departments.   
 
To better guide the Defence Team in sustainably 
managing our vast portfolio and activities,  
and reducing, wherever possible, our impact on 
the environment, the Defence Environmental 
Strategy (DES) set long-term, achievable  
objectives that call upon organizations and  
individuals to integrate environmental  
considerations into day to day business practices.   
Every gesture, whether big or small, may  
contribute to reaching our objectives.  
 
ADM(IE) staff have worked with representatives 
from across the Defence Team to develop  
the DES Environmental Management Plans.  
These plans outline actions to address the  
environmental impacts of defence-related  

activities and include our commitments to the Government of Canada’s Federal Sustainable  
Development Strategy.  
 
Moving forward, Defence Team efforts to enable mission success through sustainable  
management of the environment will be reflected within the DES management plans. 
 
For more information, please visit the environment section on the ADM(IE) website at:  
http://admie.forces.mil.ca/dgens/index_eng.asp 
 
On another note, the DES was displayed at Environment week on 4th June at Louis St-Laurent 
and on 5th June at Pearkes (see booth in attached pictures). During that time, interested and 
interesting people from both in and outside Defence came to discuss various environmental  
stories; one in particular caught our attention, please read the following article.   



Food Waste Management Trial 
 
One of Mat J4/ D Food Services responsibilities encompasses researching green initiatives to minimize 
food service impacts to the environment. One such initiative was to trial an organic waste system with 
the aim to decrease the environmental footprint in our day-to-day CAF food service operations in a  
cost-effective way while reducing our food waste volume. 
 
The major objectives of the Food Waste Management Trial were to: 
 
• Complete an assessment for its operational capability within CAF Food services; 
• Assess capabilities: 
• Reduce hauling food waste, labor and associated pick-up costs; 
• Reduce environmental and our facilities footprints; and  
Reduce pest and vermin control requirements. 

This project enabled Mat J4/D Food Services the ability to complete a 90 day field trial in an operational 
food service facility (2nd Division Food Services). Conducting this Trial allowed the assessment of  
the potential gains that could be offered to DND. 
 
Currently within the CAF, food service establishments commonly use indoor refrigerators to segregate 
kitchen food waste until it is to be picked up and sent to landfill sites. This type of waste management 
has resulted in various additional costs including the allocation of dedicated space for this requirement 
when constructing facilities and procuring equipment, refrigerated transportation and disposal costs, as 
well as the potential harmful impact of hauling decomposing organic food waste. 
 
According to a waste management study prepared for DND by Energy Pathways Inc., they estimated 
that approximately 48 percent of waste from kitchens and mess halls is organic food waste; which is  
approximately 295 kilograms per capita per year. A recent internal study revealed that on average, a 
CAF food services facility produces approximately 227gr of organic waste per diner per day. 
 
Our research revealed that there are several available options when managing organic food waste, 
which are currently being applied in the food service industry: 
 

 Composting: Converting compostable waste to soil amendment (CAF already owns a unit with 
this technology); 

 Food Waste to Water: Converting food waste to gray water effluent within 24-48 hrs; 
 Worm Casting: Converting compostable waste to fertilizer by earth worms (hard to  

 maintain during cold weather conditions);  



 Vacuum Technology: Converting waste into bio-fuels. This option is extremely costly and 
specific to new constructions.  (It has been recently installed in the new CFB Borden, Ont., 
food service facility, not yet commissioned). 

 
To assess product feasibility, the following evaluation criteria was used: 
 

 Purchase Cost;  
 Self-Contained unit; 
 Ability to feed continuously: Cycle may be interrupted to continue adding organic food 

waste; 
 Human Resource Labor: Sludge build / clean up; cleaning residue; 
 Truck Pick-up reduction: End product to be transport to a location for disposal; 
 Treatable Items: Items can be processed by the self-contained waste management  
 system; and 
 Food Waste: capable to process the majority of organic waste produced by our facilities. 

 
A Food Waste-to-Water management  
system was selected as a technology  
that would best meet our objectives in  
advancing green product initiatives.  
This would allow CAF food services to  
implement and support the Green  
Procurement policy and the Federal  
Sustainable Development Strategy 
(FSDS). The awarded waste-to-water  
system would be for organic food waste 
and would have the ability to process 
meats, poultry, fish, fruits, vegetables, 
rice, pasta, breads, coffee grinds,  
eggshells, dairy products, bones, shells 
and pits. 
 
Since the equipment had not previously 
been used in any of our Canadian  
government departments, an assessment 
and trial was necessary to validate the 
manufacturer’s product capabilities and 
assess potential benefits to DND/CAF  
specifically and potentially to other  
government departments. 
 
The contract was awarded to Enviropure 
Systems, which uses EP BioMix, a  
proprietary blend of all natural organic 
nutrients. These nutrients are utilized by 
the naturally occurring bacteria present in 
the food waste to increase the metabolic 
efficiency and accelerate the biochemical 
reactions involved in the decomposition 
process. The systems work through a 
combination of continuous mechanical 
processing of the food waste, tightly  
controlled environmental conditions to 
maintain aerobic decomposition, and  
hyper-acceleration of the decomposition 
process through the addition of BioMix 
additive. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Although the 90 day Trial is scheduled to end on 29 Jun 2014, Petawawa Food Services and their 
employees are extremely satisfied with the system capability so far. They have been processing 
an average of 425 lbs of organic food waste per day and there has been no requirement to haul 
any organic food waste to landfill sites in the last seven weeks. As well, there have been no issues 
with the processing of the organic waste. Prior to proposing any recommendations, test results 
will be compiled and sent to the appropriate authority level to determine the success of the trial. 



 

Central Section 
 
Maintaining the Infrastructure 
 
From Mrs. Leighsah Millward  
 
On Wednesday, April 2, CFB Borden’s Construction 
Engineering Section changed hands, becoming part 
of the newly formed Real Property Operations 
Group under the Assistant Deputy Minister 
(Infrastructure and Environment).  
Defense Real Property is defined as any right,  
interest or benefit in land from coast to coast, 
consisting of more than 10,000 buildings, 12 000 
residential housing units, 14,000 works (sewers, 
pipelines, electrical circuits) and 2 million hectares 
of land. All of this will now be managed by the Real 
Property Operations in order to create a single  
custodian for all DND real property and to gain  
efficiencies, budgetary savings and standardized 
services throughout the country. CFB Borden has 
become part of RP Ops Central Region, one of  
5 units of engineers across the country, which are 
now solely dedicated to the operation,  
maintenance and management of defense  
infrastructure. 
 
 “Our priorities will not change. Many of you are 
involved with priority number three, supporting 
our community. This will not change. We have exceptional support here at Borden, that’s because 
of people like you,” commented Col Doyon, CFB Commander while addressing the Construction 
and Engineering assembly during the official hand over. “I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank you for the outstanding work that you do supporting this Base.” 
 
“The infrastructure of our department exists only to support the operational missions of the CAF 
and departmental priorities,” commented Col Quinn, Commander of the Real Property Operations 
Group. “We built a system where local commanders can continue to tap into, to make sure that 
their missions can be met by the infrastructure that we provide and maintain to them.” 
 
Col Quinn, Commander, Real Property Operations Group, and Col Doyon, CFB Borden Commander 
sign the documents that hand CFB Borden’s Construction and Engineering Section over to the Real 
Property Operations Group under the Assistant Deputy Minister (Infrastructure and Environment).  
exceptionnel que vous faites pour soutenir la base. »  
 
Mrs. Millward is a journalist at Citoyen Borden Citizen. 

Col Quinn, Commander, Real Property Operations Group, and 
Col Doyon, CFB Borden Commander sign the documents that 
hand CFB Borden’s Construction and Engineering Section over to 
the Real Property Operations Group under the Assistant Deputy 



Ethics in the workplace 
  

Focus has now a new column on the subject of Ethics, more 
particularly on ethical dilemmas related to the ADM(IE) 
Group. Our first dilemma is about a case of Ethics in the 
work environment. You are invited to review it, have a     
discussion among colleagues and send your findings to the 
ADM(IE) Ethics Program Officer, Solange Fortin, at 
fortin.sm@forces.gc.ca . She will do a compilation of the   
findings and publish it in the next issue of Focus. Should you 
have any ethical dilemma that you would like to share with 
the group, please don't hesitate to submit it to Solange. 

 
Fred has been working for the organization for 10 years.  
He is a courteous and very competent employee who has enjoyed his work thus far. However,  the 
organization has been restructured and as a result, he is now working under a new supervisor named 
Frank. Unfortunately, their relationship is strained because of comments that Frank routinely makes,  
in front of the rest of the team.  And, whenever Fred brings forward an idea at a meeting, Frank  
immediately rejects it, but will support the same idea from another member of the team.   
Fred has been trying to dismiss the issue, but really - it has started to get under his skin.   
To make matters worse, some of his colleagues are teasing him, and Fred feels he has lost complete 
credibility.  It feels as though, for some unknown reason, Frank has singled him out as a scapegoat. 
 
Fred decided to discuss the matter with Frank over coffee, but the situation persists.  
He is pondering whether to look for another work, but he enjoys what he does and his relationship 
with other colleagues and feels strongly loyal to the organization. 
 
Points to Ponder: 
 
1. What could be motivating Frank to behave this way towards Fred? 
2. Should Fred just endure the situation even though Frank’s behaviour is bothering him? 
3. Should Fred lodge a harassment complaint against Frank?  Is there another approach? 
 
Is this situation due to a lack of management skills? Values? 
 
Reference Points: Statement of defence ethics 
 
STATEMENT OF DEFENCE ETHICS 
 
Respect the dignity of all persons – At all times and in all places, DND employees and CF members 
shall respect human dignity and the value of every person by: 
 
 Treating every person with respect and fairness. 
 Valuing diversity and the benefit of combining the unique qualities and strengths inherent in a  

diverse workforce. 
 Helping to create and maintain safe and healthy workplaces that are free from harassment and 

discrimination.  
 Working together in a spirit of openness, honesty and transparency that encourages engagement, 

collaboration and respectful communication.  



ADM(IE) BBQ—10 June 
 
 
The theme for this year’s ADM(IE) BBQ, the Hungry 
Games, was inspired by the popular Hunger Games trilogy. 
This gave shape to the advertising and events for the BBQ. 
It even motivated a few of the organizers to dress up in  
costume. Caesar Flickerman really got into the spirit of 
things while making announcements and introducing  
special guests throughout the day. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Hungry Games began at 10:00 with a short briefing by the master games controller to all  
participants. Four teams of 10 hailing from the CFHA, RP Ops, and DGIEES districts, as well as a 
blended team from COS(IE),GPS, and DGPR, eagerly donned their pinnies for battle.  

Tonya Hughes as Effie Trinket, lends a hand to the games  
controller, Lenny Wall, to officially kick off the ADM(IE) Hungry 
Games 2014 

Pierre Legault, as Caesar Flickerman, the MC for 
the day, with another fine lady from the Capitol, 
Fiona Boey, co-organizer of the BBQ. 

Upon sounding the cow bell, tributes rushed into Cartier 
Drill Hall to pick up their (toy) weapons and were 
unleashed into Confederation Park for the first  
Predator-Prey/ Forage event. 

Several tourists watched curiously as seemingly harmless 
stuffed animals were scooped from their hiding spots or struck 
down from trees in this race against the clock to gather the 
largest number of (stuffed/toy) animals.   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other events included a team Spear Battle to the death with modified pool noodles, a poison dart throw 
with lawn darts by select participants (requiring triple overtime to decide a winner), the fire starting event, 
and finally the camouflage finale.  We will let the pictures do the rest of the talking for these events!     

Special thanks to game sponsors for trivia clues and to games controllers for their refreshing poisonous gas (water balloons). 

Districts converge on a high value sniper soldier bear 
in a tree 

Counting up the loot and the spoils. Can you feel the 
love? 

And the spear battle begins for the remote CFHA 
District… 
 

…squaring off against the DGIEES District. 



 

While RP Ops District faced off against… …the blended COS(IE)/GPS/DGPR District 

Our spear battle finalists…fatigue was starting to settle in at this point…but they hid it well! 

Our poisonous dart throwers…behold their form!! 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As the Hungry Games were ending, the masses began to assemble for lunch, ready to get their 
platters with pulled pork, pulled chicken or Portobello mushroom burgers. The ADM elected to not 
get in the way of hungry people and their food, and held his opening remarks until people were 
happily munching away. 

 
At 12:45, President Snow arrived to  
introduce former Hungry Games champion 
MGen Chris “Everdeen” Whitecross.  
Individual event winners were named, and 
Hungry Games 2014 medals were awarded 
to the winning RP Ops team. Honourable 
mention went to DGIEES who finished just 
two points behind.  The most courageous 
team went to the blended COS(IE) / GPS / 
DGPR district who performed admirably  
despite limited numbers.  CFHA district were 
commended for their team spirit! 

The last fire starting and camouflage events before lunch – the judges had some tough decisions ahead of them… 

President Snow & Effie Trinket Everdeen Whitecross(bow) 

Group Photo of the Hungry Games 2014 Winning Team from RP Ops District 



At 1300 hrs the EX Challenge began with 11 districts battling it out to build the strongest bridge (enough 
to support the weight of at least one brick). Teams were given 60 minutes to construct their bridge using 
only wooden popsicle sticks/coffee stir sticks, string and glue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CFFM/D N Safe was the champion with their bridge supporting the 
weight of four bricks, out-performing competitors whose bridge 
failed under the weight of only one brick. To commemorate their 
success, for a short time, the Canadian Forces Fire Marshal will make 
"The not-so-iron Ring" available to ADM(IE) engineering personnel. 
This ring is to be given to Canadian-trained engineers specializing in 
bridge building, during a special ceremony. It symbolizes the ethics 
associated with their profession, and is a constant reminder to them 
that the prettiest and most complex of designs by the most qualified 
of people may not trump the teamwork of a dedicated group,  
focussed on the task at hand. 

Some bridges were built according to plans…some 
were not! 

Some got their spaghetti lunch fix after all… 

Would the glue dry faster  
outside? 

The engineers liked their 
chances… 

…but CFFM / D N Safe triumphed! 

This ring is fabricated from the materials 
of a bridge which did not fail, and  
represents teamwork and success. 



 

 
With close to 200 people attending, and many partaking in multiple activities, this year’s BBQ was 
by all accounts a resounding success, with all participants enjoying the warm weather, tasty food 
and generally having a good time. For those who participated fully in the various events, work 
seemed to be visibly the furthest thing from people’s minds…mission accomplished!  If you wish to 
view up to several hundred more photos of the various activities, as well as other more casual  
socialization shots taken throughout the day, we invite you to visit the following location that all 
ADM(IE) personnel should have access to:  
 
ADM(IE) Common Drive/FileTransferPoint/ADM(IE) BBQ 2014 
 
Finally, a large part of the success of this event can be attributed to the dedicated support of  
volunteers who helped with a long list of activities ranging from ticket sales, 50/50 draws, and 
BBQ set-up, serving, and take-down to the planning, set-up, and monitoring of all of the various 
events.  A special thanks to all of these volunteers and to all of you who participated.  We hope 
you had a happy Hungry Games.  
And may the odds be ever in your favour! 
 
Photos by Don Bertrand and Paul Churcher. 

file:///\\img-prk-v001283\COMMON$\FileTransferPoint\ADM(IE) BBQ 2014


Join the Record-keeping parade 
 
If you started a parade at the door of  
180 Kent, marched past 280 Slater, kept 
strolling past 66 Slater, continued on past 
101 Colonel By and ended up at the  
Cumberland Building you’d have covered the 
distance equivalent to ADM (IE)’s paper 
holdings. 
 
At the end of May, you may have noticed 
clipboard-toting people walking around  
taking estimates of the amount of paper that 
ADM(IE) holds: the result was just  
under 2 kilometres of paper. 
 
Now that we’ve achieved over 90%  
compliance with the mandatory IM Training, 
we’re able to move forward with our  
Record-keeping Plan and start tackling the 
paper dragon. 
 
By the time we get to Campus, we will need 
to have pared down our holdings  
significantly. Over the summer, we will hold  
Information Management (IM) Days to take initial steps to reducing our transitory records. The focus will 
be getting rid of duplicates, photocopies used for reference, printed emails received via a distribution list 
(“CC”), time-limited materials and drafts of documents where all critical changes have been incorporated 
into a subsequent document. More information will be coming soon. 
 
Did you know that some studies suggest that employees spend on average 20 hours a month searching 
for files? For ADM (IE) that equates to 72 PY in lost productivity! 
 
What could you do with an additional 20 hours/month? 
 
More information on the DND Recordkeeping Initiative 2015 can be found at: 
http://collaboration-img.forces.mil.ca/sites/RK2015/SitePages/Home.aspx 
 



 
« The Innovators » is a new profile series that features various civilian and military members of the 
Defence Team who have taken their Great Idea to the next level.  
 
With innovation set to play a key role in shaping the Defence Team of the future, individuals and 
teams who have demonstrated front-line ingenuity will be profiled on a monthly basis. Here you will 
learn about their idea, how it has or will be implemented and its impact within their organization or 
more broadly across the Defence Team. 
 
Fresh, innovative ideas are vital to the successful implementation of many of the change initiatives un-
derway at Defence and these Defence Team members are letting their innovative ideas lead the way. 
 
 
Here is the full link :  http://defenceteam-equipedeladefense.mil.ca/change-changement/defence-
connex-eng.asp 
 
 

 
 
Town Hall of 9 April  
 
On 9 April, the ADM(IE) staff was invited to attend a Town Hall at Cartier Square Drill Hall.  Thanks to 
a pre-arranged conference call, people from across the Canada who had joined the Group eight days  
earlier with the implementation of the Initial Operating Capability were able to listen to presentations. 
 
Before listening to the different presentations, including that of Jaime Pitfield, ADM(IE), the partici-
pants enjoyed an excellent breakfast prepared on site by the different Group leaders. To see the smi-
les on the faces of the many people there, it was clear that the breakfast was greatly appreciated. 

Jaime Pitfield, ADM(IE), and his 
principal advisor, Alexandra Auclair, 
were also part of the “young chefs” 
team. 

Always up for a challenge, MGen Chris 
Whitecross, COS(IE), showcased his  
culinary prowess. Guy Desjardins, DIEC, 
had no choice but to follow suit. 

Not wanting to be left out, Carrie Fortier, 
DGIEES, and LCol Gilles Guignard, 
DCPD, added a touch of sartorial style to 
the proceedings. 

http://defenceteam-equipedeladefense.mil.ca/change-changement/defence-connex-eng.asp


Award for an architect 
 
Last month, Fiona Boey, Senior Architect from DAES, was one of six architects across Canada to be 
awarded a scholarship from the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada (RAIC) to attend a 5-day 
course in Portugal on “Designing with Natural Stone Portugal 2014”, June 1-5. The course, organized 
and put on by Veronafiere’s MARMOMACC Stone Academy, was the first continuing education course 
held in Portugal - annual courses have been generally given in Verona, Italy for over 15 years.  
Attendees at this course comprised of representatives from Canada, the United States, Brazil,  
England and South Africa. 
 
Participants, who attended this course, learned advanced techniques in the use of marble,  
limestone and other stone materials through a unique combination of seminars, guided  
architectural tours and field trips to local quarries and natural stone processing facilities. This  
approach is intended to enable the architect to better understand the full life-cycle of stone –  
including how marble and limestone are quarried, cut, processed, finished, selected for specific jobs 
and installed; all using the latest technologies and products. 

 
Fiona found the experience to be truly 
rewarding and has a  
new-found appreciation of the natural 
stone industry, the use of natural 
stone in buildings and its value from a 
sustainability and  
life-cycle perspective. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The architects participating to the course  
in Portugal had the chance to tour the Cochicho 
marble pit quarry in Vila Viçosa. Pit quarries are 
named so because you cannot drive in and out 
of them, you have to take an elevator or stairs 
to get down into them, and all the stone has to 
be lifted out by crane. These quarries tend to be 
narrower in footprint and much deeper in to the 
ground vs. the open air quarries. 
 
In this picture you can see part of the group 
taking the stairs down into the pit quarry. For 
those with a fear of heights, the elevator was a 
safer bet though the stairs are much faster. The 
pit is at least 12  
storeys deep. 



Awards  
 
At the 2014 Federal Contaminated Sites National  
Workshop of the Real Property Institute of Canada  
selected Craig Wells, from DCLSPD, to receive their 2014 
Award of Excellence for his leadership in developing  
a framework for managing light non-aqueous phase  
liquids. He was presented with his award at the Gala  
Dinner and Award Ceremony held on 15 April in Ottawa.   
 
The Award of Excellence recognizes individuals and  
organizations who, over the past two years, have made 
a major contribution to improvements in the management 
of contaminated sites. 
 
For the past ten years, Craig has had responsibility for  
the Goose Bay Remediation Project. 
 
The photo shows him a few moments after receiving the 
award. To his right is Shirley Jen, Senior Director of the 
Real Property and Materiel Policy Division of the Treasury 
Board Secretariat of Canada and, to his left,  
Kathy Kitagawa, Acting Director of the Compliance  
Promotion and Contaminated Sites Division at  
Environment Canada 
 
 
Congratulations, Craig! 
 
A few days later, Craig told us that, starting 16 
June, he will be performing the duties of  
Director of Engineering Services for the Giant 
Mine Remediation Project in the Department of 
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development  
Canada. 
 
He can be seen, on the right, receiving his  
ADM(IE) Certificate of Service from  
Ranjeet Gupta, DCLSPD. 
 
The best of luck in your new duties! 



 

Promotions 
 
As mentioned in the Chief’s Corner, on 1 May, two firefighters from CFSU(O), both members of 
the Central Section of CFIOG, were given their new ranks.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Sgt Benoît Soucisse, fire prevention inspector for 
CFSU(O), received his new rank from Col Darlene 
Quinn, Commander CFIOG / DGPISN. CWO 
Caouette, CWO of IE Group, was also in  
attendance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Lt John Proulx, from CFSU(O), also received his 
new rank from Col Quinn. He is currently studying 
at Gagetown, NB, taking his level 3 training under 

the Commissioning from the Ranks Plan. CWO 
Caouette was also present. 



Promotions and Awards 
 
On 20 June, MGen Chris Whitecross, COS (IE), presented awards and new ranks to some mem-
bers of the Group. 

 
 
 
LCol James Fera, from DGIEES, received the first clasp of his Cana-
dian Forces Decoration.  This award is given to Canadian Forces 
officers and NCOs to mark 12 years of service. It is awarded to all 
ranks; however, recipients must have a good record of conduct. 
Clasps are awarded in recognition of each subsequent period of ten 
years of qualifying service. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maj Carl Gravel, from DCPD, received a Rotation Bar on his Gene-
ral Campaign Star, South-West Asia. This Rotation Bar is awarded 
in recognition of 180 days of cumulative service beyond the quali-
fying period of service for the Star or the last Rotation Bar. Maj 
Gravel served on Op Attention from 7 July 2013 to 31 March 2014. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maj Idrees Mohammad, from CFFM, received his new rank from 
MGen Whitecross. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Maj Joseph Doubrough, from DGIEES, received his new rank 
from MGen Whitecross. His spouse, Joelle Doubrough, also 
took part in the ceremony. 



Order of Military Merit 
 
On 20 June 2014, His Excellency the Right Honourable David Johnston, Governor  
General and Commander in Chief of Canada, invested four Canadian Forces Military  
Engineering members with the Order of Military Merit.  
 
Created in 1972, the Order of Military Merit recognizes meritorious service and devotion  
to duty by members of the Canadian Armed Forces. The Order honours them for their  
commitment to Canada, according to the following three levels of membership:  
Commander (C.M.M.), Officer (O.M.M.) and Member (M.M.M.). 
 
 
 
 

 
 

BGen Karl McQuillan, Office of the Chief of the Army 
Staff in Ottawa, moments after receiving the Order of 
Military Merit at the level of Officer. 

Capt Kirk Darch, 33 Combat Engineer Regiment in 
Ottawa, moments after receiving the Order of  
Military Merit at the level of Member. 

CWO Darryl Foster, 8 Wing in Trenton, Ont.,  
moments after receiving the Order of Military Merit at 
the level of Member.  

CWO Carl Kletke, 33 Combat Engineer Regiment in 
Ottawa, moments after receiving the Order of Military 
Merit at the level of Member. 

Photos: MCpl Vincent Carbonneau, Rideau Hall ©Her Majesty The Queen in Right of Canada represented by the Office of the 
Secretary to the Governor General (2014) 



National Day of Honour 
Canadians were invited to take part in the National Day of Honour on May 9.  
The Government of Canada set aside this day to mark the end of our country’s military mission in  
Afghanistan. A national ceremony on Parliament Hill paid tribute to the fallen, the sacrifices of the 
wounded, and the special burden borne by families. Canadians were invited to honour the legacy of these 
heroes with a national moment of silence.  
 
Many individuals from the IE Group, civilians as well as members of the military, attended the ceremony. 

 

Some of the people present at the National Day of Honour 
Ceremony on 9 May: Rachel McDonald, Karen Streib,
Véronique Renaud, Sheila McFarlane, Peter Bedrossian,
MCpl Martine Pellerin, Kelly Bell and Melissa Princiotta  

Also in attendance were: LCol Luc Généreux,  
         LCol Thomas Gale, Maj Gérald Hnatiuk, 
      Capt Guillaume Hébert, Shirley Webster, 

                         Karen Koster, Maj Jean-Claude Comeau
                                                   and Maj Andrew Wall. 



Award 
 
On May 6, 2014 LCol James Fera, a Quality Assurance  
Manager with DGIEES, was presented the DCC annual 
awards ceremony the "Friends of DCC Award" in  
recognition of his collaboration efforts on many fronts  
to progressing the aims of both DND and DCC in our 
partnership. Particularly noteworthy is that this award  
is not given annually but rather only when particularly 
noteworthy efforts by a non-DCC individual are to be  
recognized, it has been in the past awarded to industry 
partners and only occasionally to DND members. 
 
In his presentation speech, the President and CEO of  
Defence Construction Canada, M. Jim Paul, mentioned 
that during LCol Fera stay in Afghanistan as the Deputy 
Commander of the Construction Management Team with 
the Provincial Reconstruction Team “he worked very 
closely with the Military Operations Section of DCC both 
on the ground and in Ottawa. Although the mission and 
location might have changed; one thing that remained 
constant was the close working relationship between  
LCol Fera and DCC. He not only met the requirements of 
the Canadian Armed Forces, he also met DCC’s  
requirements of ensuring openness, fairness and  
transparency throughout the procurement and contract 
implementation phases.  

 
More recently, LCol Fera has demonstrated his commitment to improving the delivery of the  
Capital Program through his open and frank communications with DCC. 
 
 
 
 

Roll out the red carpet! 
 
The time has come to honour members of the IE community who 
stood out during the last year. There are nine award categories 
that cover the breadth of our community and allow the recognition 
of its members for their achievements. These categories are open 
to all members of the Defence Infrastructure and Environment 
Community (civilians and military members across DND and CAF) 
and nominations can be made for individuals or groups. 
You can submit your nominations for the ADM(IE) Award and  
Recognition Program until 8 August 2014. For more information 
please consul the following intranet page http://admie.mil.ca/
awards/awards-prix/awardspage-eng.asp or contact  
Guy Desjardins at 613-992-7980 or guy.desjardins@forces.gc.ca 

LCol James Fera is being presented the “Friends of DCC 
Award” in recognition of his collaboration efforts by the 
President and CEO of Defence Construction Canada,  
Mr. Jim Paul. 



 The Walk/Run in Red  
 
On 30 May, thousands of walkers and runners from the 
Defence community took part in the traditional Walk/Run 
in Red organized by CF Support Unit (Ottawa) as partc of
CF Day. 
 
Many ADM(IE) employees profited from the wonderful 
weather to clearly demonstrate their support for  
CF members. 
 
Proudly bearing the flag of the Canadian Military  
Engineers, Captain Guillaume Hébert, from CFIOG, even 
had the privilege of being immortalized in a photo in the 
Ottawa Sun during this annual get-together. 

 

 

Julie Oliver/Ottawa Citizen. Used by permission. 

A few moments after the kick off of the 8th Walk/Run, a sea of 
red literally inundated Colonel By Drive.  
(Photo by CFSU(O) Imaging Section). 



Retirement  
 
On 24 April, a number of people who had worked with Gilles 
Champoux over the years came together to highlight the fact 
that he had earned his retirement from the Public Service. 
 
With over 32 years of service, including 25 at ADM(IE), Gilles 
left to take full advantage of a well-deserved retirement. 
 
The photo shows him receiving his Certificate of Service from 
Susan Chambers, DGPR. 
 
Enjoy your retirement! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Would you be able to administer first-aid without forewarning?  
 
This is a question that four DIESP 
employees had no time to answer 
on 27 May. While standing at the 
corner of Slater and Metcalfe,  
Dean Nernberg, Robert Bellizzi, 
Adam Crupi and Andrew McIsaac  
witnessed a traffic accident  
involving a cyclist and a city bus. 
 
Not a moment to lose!  
As soon as they saw the accident 
happen, the team members  
immediately went to the assistance 
of the unfortunate cyclist. 
 
In no time, the person was off the 
street and undergoing first-aid  
until the arrival of the competent 
authorities. 
 
Would you be able to provide first-
aid in this way? 
 

If your answer is no, click on the following link and learn how to take one of the many training courses  
offered by CFSU(O) on the subject of first-aid.  
 
http://cfsuo.mil.ca/CFSUOTrng/infoCourse_e.asp?Course=SFA/SG 



Greetings, welcomed back and farewells 
 
Between April 1st 2014 and June 30 2014, ADM(IE) greeted or welcomed back 
the following individuals to the organization: 
 
Martin Magnan   Alexander Martell   Shawn Gray  Lyse Langevin  
Greggory Matthews     Francis Carrier   Janet Michelson Elaine Dowd   
Donald Church   Scott John Wilson     David Paul Neri Tony Bianchi 
Jacques Boivin   Danielle Levesque   Valerie Periard Michel Rompré  
Yvon Deneault   Pierre Manseau   Claude Giguère Rejean Marceau 
Annie Blouin    Mario Rheaume   Eric Manny  Louis Fortin 
Luc Caron    Renaud Delisle   Stephane Jean Louis-Michel Nadeau 
Richard Durocher   Yves Jauvin    Melanie Beland Eric Guillemette   
Marc Haince    Jean-Pierre Ouellet    Melvin MacKenzie  Maj Chris Greaves 
MWO Brian Gauthier    Micheal McNamara   James Fyfe   Maj Pier-Augustin Chene 
Corey Bastian    Nathan Blodgett   Karl Janes  Michael Packard 
Robert McFadden   Andrew Hall    Anthony Pratt Lawrence Mccarthy 
Donna Battersby   Helmut Langosch   Joseph Dube  Harry Hollema 
Richard Cyr       James Morrissey   Ivan Cole  Dale Payne 
Nathan Britnell   Paul Lowry    Jeanette Bradbury John Lanctot 
Martin Myler    Robert Leduc   Edgar Macphaden Alfonso Scalzitti 
Earl Berard    Bradley Peterson   Kenneth McEwen Elgin Adams 
Edward Mitchell   Peter Mears    Stephen Brooks Tyler St Louis 
Kevin Simpson   Martin Tiemersma   Robert Craig  Dayle Mcquoid 
Charlotte Pater   Anna Korfanty   Adele Dicks  Don Platt 
John Ross McTaggart  John Moore    Ken Higgins  Richard Grasmeyer 
Donald Allen    Erno Okros    Travis Cox  Bradley Stadtlander 
Bobby Brown    Brian Duck    Tim Cooney  Serge Desbiens  
Jayne Pollock    Tuan Tran    Ronald Purchon John Murphy 
Deborah Welna     Cathy Simard   Nathan Clarke Stephen Jjohn Ewart 
Glenn Scott    Richard Anderson   James Brown Mercier Doucette 
Robert Maurice   Jason Jongen   Donald Manser Richard Aschenbrenner 
Robin Bourbonnais   Jim Aubut    Grant Mcculloch Jerry Dube 
Jeffrey McGregor   David Wesley   Clifford Reid  Adrian Prieur 
Sherry Flannery   Terrence Fisher   Robin Bourbonnais Richard Cox 
Jack Brown    John Phillips    David Bly  Eric Lapointe 
William Huff    Stephen Duern   Norman German Flora Catherine Bishop  
Teresa Oman    Lorenzo Vanin   Violetta Swiatek Cheryl Partridge 
Donald Bemko    John Wolford   John Cameron Paul Robinson 
Tim Beaudry    Craig Anderson   Jacques Seguin Dianne Purchon 
William Burns    Henry Kopeschny   David Haugh  Gerard Robinson 
Daniel Maskell   David Macdonald   David Sim  Colin Lloyd 
David Warning   Brian D. Epps   Bruce Anderson William Montgomery 
Gerald Kirby    Richard Wagner   Russell Beischer Steven Jones 
Ronald Kramer   James Hunter   Manfred Kolbe Mark Sutton 
Hamilton Ward   John Wagner   Kevin Drumond Michael Szalay 
Larry Jeffery     James Matthews   Craig Leathers Eddy Dupuis 
Gordon Dunn    Jeb Little    Matthew Wallace Randall Allen 
Leslie Bodok    Peter Goorts    Thomas Whelan David Gibson 
Jozef Lewko    Shawn Wolk    Jed Gibbons  Jerome Spearing 
Matthew Hudson   Larry Joyce    Fulton Proud  Donald Halsall 
Raymond Staels   Brooks Sweeney   L. Robinson  R. Shelswell 
William Wilkins   Dean Carlson   Lucien Savarie Kevin David 
 
  



 

Steven Mccurdy   Leo Small    Derek Bruce  Vernon Burnie 
Melissa Davidson   Brent McInnis   Boyce Parril  William A Perry 
Conrad Passant   Terrence Thorne   Stewart Raymond Ronald Bell 
Edmond Blackier    Robert Parsons   Patrick Longford Jeffrey Little 
Mark St Denis    Robert Keenan   Richard McCarthy William Sjerps 
Jacquelyn Whelan   Jason Martin    Chad Lowden Bozena Szyplinska 
Calvin Woolsey   Stephen Walker   John Martin   Michael Charles Wild  
Anderson Tom   Earl London    Glen Lancaster Robert Dwyer 
Eric Flamand    Adam Cox    Cindy McLeod Daniel Fish 
Brent McInnis    Donald Burleigh   Kevin Beamish Amanda-Lynn Downey 
Richard Fernandes   John McNabb   Robert Brown David Vincent 
Karen Taylor    Sherri Daniels   William Milne Gordon Kerfoot 
Richard Hind      Timothy Cooney   Jaime Ellis  Lisa Beauchamp 
Andrew Stymiest   Gregory Bush   Anthony Hutter Cheryl Wagner 
Robert Bach    Ashlee MacPhaden   John Curran  Jack Sjerps 
Alexander Richmond   Jesse Beaudrow   Christopher Wise Robert Vautour 
Thomas Hoday   Oleg Lebedyev   Sean Aubie  Paul Stuart Clark 
John Hill    Robert Thompson   Francis Hillier James Scala 
Carrie Cameron   Brandon Sjerps   Andrew Fisher Ladislav Laube 
William Daverveld   Jordan Sellberg   Hartmut Hubatsch  Becky Mullin 
Jeremy Nicholson   Donald Johnston   Douglas Burden John Phillips 
Christopher Matthews  Lorraine Scott   Louise Spinks Alex Savu 
Heather Bruyere   Wei Wen Xu    Wayne Anderson Brian Spearing 
Jimmy Laneuville   Tommy Ing    Ian Leung  Christopher Cade 
Donna Armsworthy   Crystal O’Neill   Shawn White Keith Milne 
Cameron M M Pawis   Randy Nieman   Duane Eldridge Christine Mikita 
Victor Sellberg   Cindy Lapierre   Louise Spinks David Janzen 
Steven Dowdall   Christopher Fraser   Dennis Robins Johan A Mooij 
Jeffrey Little    James Yen    Benjamin Hambly Jeremy John McMullen 
Christopher Oneill   Cheryl Cheryl   Mark Haring  Matthew Hudson 
Alexander Maguire   Benjamin Gurnett   Paul Blanchard Lawrence Ward 
Samantha Walker    Maj René Senneville  MCpl Dany Daigle Maj Amanda Mulawyshyn 
Capt Ovidiu Anca   Sgt Benoît Soucisse   JD Powell  Maj Michael Hocquard 
Julie Paquette    Donald Schell   Josée Brisebois David Moores     
Dawn Kendall      Maj Kristy Mathisen   Capt Adèle Boivin Capt Cy Harper    
James Mager      Kim Novak     Robert Osmand MCpl Jean-François Philipps 
Dan Short    John Nystad     
 
 

 

 

 

During that same period, ADM(IE) bid farewell to the following individuals: 

- Daniel Paquet  - Deborah Patterson  - LCol Luc Généreux 
- Craig Wells 



Submission guidelines 
 

Do you have a story to tell? 

... an announcement to make, a special event to broadcast, a news item you'd like 
to share? 

Everyone within the IE Community is encouraged to write pertinent stories to be shared 
across the organization. 

The follow guidelines will help authors to craft articles that are interesting and valuable to 
all newsletter readers: 

Articles: 

May be submitted in English or French 

Should include the author’s full name and rank (if applicable) 

Should answer who/what/when/where/why/how questions 

Should provide enough background information to be easily comprehensible 

Must include acronyms with their full equivalents 

Should include attention-grabbing quotes and pictures! 

Photos: 

Accompanying submissions are welcome 

Should feature FACES and ACTION 

Must give credit; provide the first and last name of the photographer and/or the source 

 

Please send your submissions to  
+Communication ADM(IE)-SMA(IE)@ADM(IE)@Ottawa-Hull 

mailto:+Communication ADM(IE)-SMA(IE)@ADM(IE)@Ottawa-Hull



